Exploring Disproportionate Minority Contact in the Juvenile Justice System Over the Year Following First Arrest
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Minority youth are disproportionately represented in the juvenile justice system. Examining how racial disparities relate to biased entry into and continued involvement with the system, while accounting for past and current offending, can provide context about the mechanisms behind overrepresentation. 1,216 adolescents were examined after first arrest to explore associations between race and history of self-reported offending, likelihood of formal processing, and likelihood of rearrest. Black youth committed fewer offenses prior to arrest than White youth, Black and Latino youth were more likely to be formally processed, and Black youth were most likely to be rearrested (even controlling for postbaseline offending), highlighting that minority youth are overrepresented in the juvenile justice system despite similar or lower levels of criminal behavior.

Significance

Youth of color are overrepresented in the juvenile justice system. This study demonstrates that Black youth get arrested after committing fewer offenses than White youth, Black and Latino youth are more likely to have greater contact with the system by being formally processed, and Black youth are most likely to get rearrested after first arrest despite similar levels of reoffending.

INTRODUCTION

Disproportionate minority contact (DMC) is evident throughout the stages of juvenile justice system processing in the United States. More than 1.6 million U.S. youths are processed by the juvenile justice system annually, and youth of color—especially Black youth (Moore, 2007)—are more likely to have contact with this system than are their White counterparts (Dmitrieva, Monahan, Cauffman, & Steinberg, 2012). Indeed, while Black youth comprise 17% of the 10- to 17-year-old population, they make up more than double that percentage of arrests especially in communities with low Black populations, formal court proceedings, and incarcerations in the juvenile justice system (Andersen, 2015). Once arrested, Black youth typically receive more restrictive sentences and are more often formally charged than White peers regardless of offense or prior record, with referrals to juvenile court being three times more likely for Black than for White youth (Mitchell, 2005; Onifade, Barnes,
Campbell, & Mandalari, 2019). Likelihood of referral to secure confinement is also highest for Black youth (Lowery, Burrow, & Kaminski, 2018). Black youth are also more likely to be transferred to criminal court to be tried as an adult (regardless of offense or age) (Bishop, 2016), confined for a longer period of time, and referred to adult prison than are White youth (Moore, 2007).

Multiple studies attempt to explain the etiology of DMC. From this vast body of literature, the prevailing hypothesis—the differential selection and processing hypothesis—asserts that minority youth are overrepresented in the justice system due to differences in the patrolling, profiling, and processing of minorities by law enforcement officials, courts, and correctional systems (Piquero, 2008). Moreover, youths’ race predicts the level of scrutiny and stringency that law enforcement officials impose on those engaging in criminal activity (Onifade et al., 2019). For example, in a study utilizing data from the Project on Human Development in Chicago Neighborhoods, researchers found that Black youth report more trouble with police, even after controlling for other possible contributing variables such as criminal offending, impulsivity, mental health symptoms, and gang membership (Unnever, Owusu-Bempah, & Deryol, 2019).

The sources and consequences of DMC are especially important to examine within the juvenile justice system, as youth are especially sensitive to their environments compared to adults. Isolating youth from their typical socioemotional context following arrest and placing them in correctional institutions with greater deviant peer presence (Johnson, Simons, & Conger, 2004) increases emotional vulnerability and impedes psychosocial development (Dmitrieva et al., 2012); indeed, this incarceration can itself be a criminogenic factor (Lambie & Randell, 2013). In particular, younger youths and those from minority groups are often at a higher risk of victimization within the prison system (Kiessl & Würger, 2002). These factors may help explain the strong correlation between juvenile and adult offending, highlighting the importance of juvenile rehabilitation and the risk that accrues during justice system contact (Piquero, 2008; Rodriguez, 2010). About 70-80% of juveniles in correctional programs are subsequently rearrested within the next three years (Mendel, 2011), and research suggests that juvenile incarceration is often ineffective at reducing both recidivism and antisocial behavior (Aizer & Doyle, 2015; Black, 2016). Given the increased risk of law enforcement contact among minority youth, along with the detrimental effects and repercussions shown to accompany juvenile justice system involvement, it is crucial to identify the sources of DMC in order to diminish racial disparities in the juvenile justice system.

Significant reform efforts have attempted to address disparities in the juvenile justice system (for review, see Leiber & Fix, 2019). The 1988 federal Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Protection Act mandated that states address minority overrepresentation in order to receive federal funding, but this has been met with limited success. For example, Black youth in Iowa, a Congress-mandated “reference” state for DMC mandate implementation (Federal Register, 1991), were referred to formal processing more than White youth following the implementation (Leiber, Bishop, & Chamlin, 2011). Attempts to decrease the use of predispositional detention for youths such as the Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative (JDAI; Mendel, 2009) have yielded success for White youth, though in parallel increased the likelihood for detention for Black youth (Maggard, 2015) and resulted in overall greater system contact for minorities relative to White youth (Mendel, 2014). The state of race relations in the United States today as evidenced by numerous instances of violence against Black youth further underscores the rampant disparities in justice system involvement.

The present study utilizes official arrest, processing, and rearrest data as well as retrospective and prospective self-report data to generate a comprehensive depiction of offending behaviors over time. Reform attempts, extent of DMC, and history of racial tensions differ across the country (Zane, Mears, & Welsh, 2020); as such, this study leverages multisite data to investigate similarities and differences in justice system processing across the country. With these data, we examined 3 primary aims which seek to identify evidence for the differential selection hypothesis and examine the persistent relationship between justice system contact and race for minority youth. In Aim 1, we investigated the association between race and history of self-reported offending prior to an adolescent’s first contact with the juvenile justice system. Finding that Black youth commit fewer offenses prior to arrest compared to White youth would contribute to the existing evidence for the differential selection hypothesis, demonstrating that minority youth are not necessarily committing more crimes than other youth groups, but may be differentially targeted in policing.

Aim 2 examined whether the severity of justice system processing related to race. Uniquely, this
study disposes with confounding effects of severity of crime by restricting study entry to only those involved in moderate-range crimes; furthermore, we controlled for the commission of violent offense. As all youth in the study were arrested for similarly moderate crimes, we were able to systematically address whether race related to justice system processing without the confounding effects of variability in crime severity on the association between race and processing decisions. Racial differences in likelihood of being formally processed would highlight the enduring effects of racism once youth enter the juvenile justice system.

In Aim 3, we investigated whether DMC persists after first contact with the justice system by examining how race relates to rearrest while controlling for self-reported offending and extralegal factors. After controlling for contextual factors, finding that Black youth are more likely to be rearrested than White youth would demonstrate the continued role of racism in police targeting of Black youth. Based on prior literature, we hypothesized that Black youth would be arrested after committing the fewest offenses, most likely to receive formal justice system processing, and most likely to be rearrested. This study adds to the previous literature examining DMC by assessing the role of race in entry into the juvenile justice system and stringency of processing following arrest, as well as tracking the longitudinal relationship between race and rearrest.

**METHODS**

Data for the following analyses were collected as part of the Crossroads Study, an ongoing multisite longitudinal assessment of 1,216 male adolescents ages 13–17 who were arrested for moderate offenses (i.e., misdemeanors) in either Jefferson Parish, Louisiana, Orange County, California, or Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. These study sites were selected to represent culturally and demographically distinct regions of the country (South, West, and East). Youth were enrolled in the study at the time of their first arrest for midrange, nonfelony crimes such as theft of goods, simple battery (e.g., offensive physical contact such as punching), and vandalism (e.g., graffiti); these are distinct from felony-level offenses (e.g., armed robbery, homicide). Detailed information regarding sampling procedures and data collection methodology can be found via the study website: https://sites.uci.edu/crossroadsinfo/about-the-study/study-design/ and in prior publication (Thornton et al., 2015). Briefly, youth with pending intake hearings were screened for eligibility (e.g., no prior arrests) by research associates and invited to participate in the study following informed consent and assent regarding study involvement. Youth were provided $50 for completion of the first interview; an additional $15 was provided at follow-up interviews as retention incentive.

The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at all three institutions approved the study procedures. Signed caregiver consent and youth assent were obtained from all participants prior to study interviews. Data were obtained via research interviews with youth, and official data came from the probation department. Interviews were conducted for all participating youth a maximum of six weeks following their first arrest, with each interview lasting two to three hours. Interviews were conducted on laptop computers within the community (including participants’ homes), areas in their local community which were private, or at the universities conducting the research. To ensure comprehension of study questions, interviewers read questions aloud to participants. For any interview sections that covered sensitive information, youth completed their own data entry using computer software designed to allow anonymous keystrokes. Importantly, participants were assured that their identity and all of their study responses would be held in strict confidence pursuant a Privacy Certificate from the Department of Justice. As such, no information from the study could be released via subpoenas, court orders, or any other involuntary disclosures. Participants were informed prior to the start of the interview, as well as throughout the interview before disclosing any sensitive or potentially incriminating information.

The current study focuses on data from the baseline interview and from follow-up interviews conducted six months and one year later, collected from 2011 to 2014. The sample for Aims 1 and 2 consists of 1,186 adolescents \((M_{age} = 15.7, SD_{age} = 1.31; \text{Table 1})\). Multiple imputation was used to estimate parental education data which were missing for 49 youth. Adolescents in this sample self-reported their ethnicity as White (15.7%), Black (38.1%), or Latino (46.1%). Information regarding ethnicity was missing for 30 participants (e.g., was coded as “Other”), who were therefore excluded from all analyses. Multiple imputation was also used to estimate missing self-reported offending data from follow-up waves \((n = 91)\) and for missing official arrest data from follow-up waves \((n = 4)\).
Measures

Demographic information. Youth reported demographic information including age and race/ethnicity. Also, youth provided self-reports of their parents’ highest level of education, which was used as a proxy for socioeconomic status, and used as a continuous variable (Galobardes, Lynch, & Smith, 2007). Prior research supports the validity of child report of this variable in adolescent samples (Lien, 2001), and socioeconomic status relates strongly to juvenile offending and arrests (Thompson & Morris, 2016). Results remained consistent when parental education was dichotomized by whether or not parents graduated from high school (yes/no). Similarly, results were consistent when parental education was split into those who had not graduated high school, had graduated from high school, or had obtained more than a high school degree. Data collection site (Louisiana, California, or Pennsylvania) was also used as a control variable.

Neighborhood quality. Neighborhood quality was assessed as a continuous measure using a self-report questionnaire adapted for the Crossroads Study designed to assess observable signs of physical and social disorder in the adolescent’s neighborhood (Sampson & Raudenbush, 1999). Youth reported on how frequently they observed both physical disorder (9 items; e.g., graffiti or tags, boarded up windows on buildings) and social disorder (12 items; e.g., adults fighting or arguing loudly) in their neighborhood using a 4-point Likert scale from “Never” to “Often.” Average scores across both scales provide an index of overall neighborhood quality, where higher scores indicate worse neighborhood quality. The neighborhood quality scale demonstrated excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s α = .94).

History of self-reported offending. At baseline, youth self-reported participating in criminal activities at any point prior to their arrest using the self-report of offending measure (SRO; Huizinga, Esbensen, & Weiher, 1991). Participants were informed that their responses would remain confidential, ensuring that law enforcement officials would not be notified of any previously undisclosed offending behavior. Participants reported if they had or had not participated in any of 24 criminal acts at any point prior to their arrest, with offenses ranging in severity from selling drugs to homicide. A summed variety score across all different types of criminal acts was generated to obtain an overall index of offending, where higher scores indicate greater offending. Variety scores are often used in criminological research to provide a self-report across a heterogeneous mix of criminal behaviors (Sweeten, 2012). For Aim 1, total self-reported offending prior to arrest (or SRO ever) served as the outcome variable of interest. Items indicating that youth engaged in violent behaviors (e.g., assault, getting into fights, shot at someone; 10 total violent act questions) were summed together to create a violent offending SRO category as done previously (Fine, Simmons, Cavanagh, Rowan, & Cauffman, 2020). Violent SRO items largely capture low-level aggression; getting into fights accounts for most of the variance in this measure.

Postbaseline self-reported offending. Youth completed the SRO at every follow-up interview, reporting on offenses committed in the prior 6 months. For Aim 3, analyses examined self-reported reoffending over the year following first arrest, calculated as a summed variety score. It is important to note that youth did not specify when in the previous 6-month period, they had committed offenses; therefore, precise details regarding the timing between self-reported offenses and rearrest cannot be determined.

Official rearrest record. Data from official records were obtained from the Department of...
Probation from all sites to indicate the number of times youth were rearrested for either misdemeanor or felony charges during the year after first arrest. The outcome of interest was dichotomized into whether or not youth were rearrested.

**Processing status.** After the youth’s first arrest, the youth in this study were either formally or informally processed within the justice system. Informal processing involves youth being diverted from juvenile court and could include a probationary (“wait and see”) status or community service. Formal processing, on the other hand, involved being sanctioned through the juvenile court system, and subsequently being placed on probation or referred to a juvenile correctional institution. Youth who are formally processed are required to attend a series of court hearings, and if they are sanctioned with community probation, they are required to check in with both the judge and a probation officer. As such, formal processing constitutes a more intensive form of juvenile justice system treatment. Initial processing decisions following arrest for each youth were obtained from official records from the probation department.

**Institutional time.** Youth self-reported the number of days during the recall period they spent in a detox/drug-treatment program, psychiatric hospital, residential treatment program, or secure institution. As spending time in such facilities can limit the opportunity youth have to engage in antisocial acts (Piquero et al., 2001), we use institutional time as a control variable. Youth spent a small proportion of each study recall period in facilities (0.09 months across 1 year in 14.7% of the study population).

**Plan of Analyses**

**Aim 1: Relationship between race and entry into the juvenile justice system.** We first investigated whether race predicted the history of self-reported offending prior to the adolescents’ first arrest, over and above the effects of parental education, neighborhood quality, age at arrest, and data collection site. To compare across all racial groups, we ran separate models with White youth as the reference group and Black youth as the reference group. As demographic variables such as parental education, neighborhood quality, and age have been linked to offending behaviors (Peeples & Loeber, 1994; Rekker et al., 2015) and may differentially affect racial groups, we controlled for these factors in our analysis to better isolate how race relates to entry into the justice system. Finally, as these data were collected across multiple states and race may differentially impact justice system involvement in different areas of the United States, we controlled for data collection site in addition to demographic factors. To compare across all data collection sites, we ran separate models with California as the reference group and Pennsylvania as the reference group. Self-reported offending, the outcome of interest and our dependent variable, is a count variable with a skewed distribution. Negative binomial regression is optimal for analyzing skewed dependent variables (which prevents the need to log-transform the dependent variable to address skew), overdispersed data (i.e., variance of the dependent variable exceeds its mean), and data where there are several “0” values for the dependent variable (i.e., no prior self-reported offending) (Long & Freese, 2001). Appendix A lists model fit indices across all multiply imputed datasets, demonstrating that the negative binomial hurdle model had the best model fit. Results from this analysis will help identify any differences in the amount of offenses committed prior to arrest across racial groups, providing crucial insight into potential racial discrimination behind biased entry into the juvenile justice system. Supplementary analyses were conducted to specifically examine whether race predicted the amount of self-reported violent offenses committed prior to arrest. Appendix B lists model fit indices across all multiply imputed datasets, demonstrating that the negative binomial hurdle model had the best model fit.

Some youth did not provide parental education data (n = 49). Maximum likelihood estimation (the default for linear regression) uses list-wise deletion to eliminate cases with missing data. Therefore, we imputed 20 datasets using a Markov chain Monte Carlo sequence in Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 2017). Results did not differ when including these 49 youth in the analysis; therefore, these cases were included for completeness.

**Aim 2: Relationship between race and processing decision for initial arrest.** Once juveniles are arrested, they are either processed formally or informally. The dependent variable for this analysis is whether or not youth were formally processed; formality of processing was assessed via official records. The second analysis used a logistic regression to investigate whether race predicted whether youth were formally or informally processed, controlling for history of self-reported offending,
parental education, neighborhood quality, age at arrest, data collection site, and whether or not youth were arrested for a violent offense. To compare across all racial groups, we ran separate models with White youth as the reference group and Black youth as the reference group. Similarly, to compare across all data collection sites, we ran separate models with California as the reference group and Pennsylvania as the reference group. Results from this logistic regression will help identify whether race relates to formality of justice processing, over and above other relevant factors (e.g., type of offense).

**Aim 3: Relationship between race and rearrest.** The third analysis used a logistic regression to investigate whether race predicted which youth were rearrested following their first arrest. The dependent variable for this analysis is whether or not youth were arrested within a year after first arrest; rearrest data were assessed via official records. This analysis also controlled for parental education, neighborhood quality, age at arrest, and data collection site; postbaseline self-reported offending was also included in the model. Importantly, postbaseline SRO measures the amount of offending youth self-report at their follow-up visits following their first arrest. As such, postbaseline SRO—offending after first arrest—is distinct from the history of SRO which was assessed in the first analysis. To compare across all racial groups, we ran separate models with White youth as the reference group and Black youth as the reference group. Similarly, to compare across all data collection sites, we ran separate models with California as the reference group and Pennsylvania as the reference group. Further, initial justice system processing decisions were also included in the model, as a host of evidence suggests that receiving formal justice system processing relates to greater future reoffending (Fine et al., 2017; Morris & Piquero, 2013) and that earlier justice system proceedings can have a cumulative impact on later judicial outcomes (Rodriguez, 2010). Finally, this analysis also controlled for institutional time, given that youth in facilities may have fewer opportunities to engage in criminal behavior compared to youth who are not incarcerated (Piquero et al., 2001). Supplementary analyses were conducted to specifically examine whether race predicted the amount of postbaseline self-reported offenses committed, and postbaseline self-reported violent offenses committed, to ensure that higher likelihood of rearrest would not be driven by higher or more severe SRO. Results from this logistic regression will help identify whether race predicts criminal targeting once youth have already entered the justice system, regardless of reoffending behaviors or other prior justice system-related factors.

Some youth did not provide self-reported offending data (n = 91) and/or were missing official arrest data (n = 4) at six months or one year after initial arrest. We imputed 20 datasets using a Markov chain Monte Carlo sequence in Mplus (Muthén & Muthén, 2017). Results did not differ when including these 95 youth in the rearrest analysis; therefore, these cases were included for completeness.

Variance inflation factors (VIF) were calculated to examine collinearity among predictor variables, where variables with a VIF greater than 10 indicate collinearity in the model (Miles, 2014). Predictor collinearity makes it difficult to assess the unique contribution of each predictor to the overall model prediction and decrease the stability of predictor coefficients. In our models, no variables had VIF values greater than 2.89, well below the recommended threshold.

**RESULTS**

**Aim 1: Relationship between Race and Entry into the Juvenile Justice System**

Negative binomial hurdle regression was used to investigate whether race relates to history of self-reported offending prior to arrest when accounting for parental education, neighborhood quality, age at arrest, and data collection site (Table 2). The probability of reporting no prior offending was predicted by neighborhood quality and data collection site, such that youth were more likely to self-report zero offenses (n = 63) if neighborhood quality was worse and less likely to self-report zero offenses if they lived in Pennsylvania. Among youth who did self-report prior offending, parental education, neighborhood quality, age, and data collection site were predictive of greater self-reported offending. Specifically, youth were arrested after the fewest offenses in Pennsylvania relative to both California and Louisiana. However, even after controlling for these variables, results indicate that race predicted the amount that youth offended prior to arrest (Figure 1). Relative to White youth, Black youth committed fewer offenses prior to arrest (\( \beta = -0.30, \ SE = 0.10, p = .002, 95\% \ CI [-0.49, -0.11] \)). At a trend level, Latino youth committed more offenses relative to Black youth prior to arrest (\( \beta = 0.17, \ SE = 0.09, p = .06, 95\% \ CI [0.004, 0.34] \)) There were no significant differences between White and Latino youth (\( \beta = -0.13, \ SE = 0.09, p = .15, 95\% \ CI [-0.23, 0.04] \)).
A negative binomial hurdle regression was used to investigate whether race specifically related to violent offending committed prior to arrest to ensure that Black youth were not simply committing more severe offenses prior to arrest (offenses warranting more police intervention), albeit committing fewer of them. Results of the negative binomial hurdle regression controlling for the same demographics demonstrated that race no longer predicted self-reported offending when only considering violent offenses. Specifically, Black youth did not commit more self-reported violent offenses prior to arrest compared to White youth ($\beta = 0.12, SE = 0.18, p = .50, 95\% CI [0.47, 0.23]$). At a trend level, Black youth committed more violent offenses relative to Latino youth ($\beta = 0.27, SE = 0.16, p = .08, 95\% CI [-0.03, 0.58]$). Overall, results from these analyses indicate that Black youth were arrested after committing fewer offenses and that this lower barrier to arrest was not driven by a higher degree of violent offending.

**Aim 2: Relationship between Race and Processing Decision for Initial Arrest**

The second set of analyses examined how processing decisions relate to youths’ race (Table 3). These analyses controlled for history of self-reported offending prior to arrest, parental education, neighborhood quality, age at arrest, data collection site, and whether or not youth were arrested for a violent offense. Committing a violent index offense and a greater history of self-reported offending predicted formal processing. The likelihood of formal processing was lowest in Pennsylvania relative to both California and Louisiana. Over and above these associations, results of the logistic regression demonstrated that race predicts whether youth are formally or informally processed, such that both Black and Latino youth are more likely to be formally processed relative to White youth (Figure 2). The odds of being formally arrested were 66.6% higher for Black youth relative to White youth ($IRR = 1.71, \beta = 0.54, SE = 0.25, p = 0.04, 95\% CI [0.04, 1.04]$) and 75.9% higher for Black youth relative to Latino youth ($IRR = 0.57, \beta = 0.57, SE = 0.22, p = .01, 95\% CI [−1.01, −0.13]$). There were no significant differences between White and Latino youth ($IRR = 0.97, \beta = −0.03, SE = 0.24, p = .91, 95\% CI [−0.49, 0.44]$). Importantly, the finding that Black youth were more likely to be rearrested relative to White or Latino youth was not driven by differences in postbaseline self-reported offending, or self-reported violent offending. Specifically, Black youth did not offend more than White ($IRR = 0.42, \beta = −0.87, SE = 0.55, p = 0.11, 95\% CI [−1.94, 0.20]$) or Latino youth ($IRR = 0.69, \beta = −0.37, SE = 0.53, p = 0.48, 95\% CI [−1.41, 0.67]$) in the year following first arrest. Black youth also did not commit more violent offenses relative to White ($IRR = 1.12, \beta = 0.11, SE = 0.14, p = .43, CI [−0.16, 0.38]$) or Latino youth ($IRR = 1.19, \beta = 0.17, SE = 0.14, p = .21, CI [−0.10, 0.44]$).

**DISCUSSION**

The goal of the present study was to examine the mechanisms underlying disproportionate minority contact (DMC) in the juvenile justice system. Prior efforts have highlighted that DMC can occur due to legal factors such as the severity and amount of criminal offending, in addition to extralegal factors such as race, socioeconomic status, neighborhood quality, and age at arrest (McCarter, 2009). In this study, we isolated the specific role of race among following youths’ first arrest (Table 4). These analyses controlled for postbaseline self-reported offending, parental education, neighborhood quality, age at arrest, data collection site, whether or not youth were formally processed at their first arrest, whether or not youth were arrested for a violent offense at their first arrest, and institutional time. Spending more time within institutions and higher postbaseline self-reported offending predicted greater likelihood of rearrest; being formally processed at initial arrest was associated with greater likelihood of rearrest at a trend level. Higher parental education and data collection site predicted lower likelihood of rearrest. Specifically, likelihood of rearrest was lower for youth in Pennsylvania and Louisiana relative to California; there were no differences between rearrests in Pennsylvania and Louisiana. Over and above these associations, results of the logistic regression demonstrated that race was predictive of who would be rearrested (Figure 3). The odds of being rearrested were 71.1% higher for Black youth relative to White youth ($IRR = 1.71, \beta = 0.54, SE = 0.25, p = 0.04, 95\% CI [0.04, 1.04]$) and 75.9% higher for Black youth relative to Latino youth ($IRR = 0.57, \beta = 0.57, SE = 0.22, p = .01, 95\% CI [−1.01, −0.13]$). There were no significant differences between White and Latino youth ($IRR = 0.97, \beta = −0.03, SE = 0.24, p = .91, 95\% CI [−0.49, 0.44]$). Importantly, the finding that Black youth were more likely to be rearrested relative to White or Latino youth was not driven by differences in postbaseline self-reported offending, or self-reported violent offending. Specifically, Black youth did not offend more than White ($IRR = 0.42, \beta = −0.87, SE = 0.55, p = 0.11, 95\% CI [−1.94, 0.20]$) or Latino youth ($IRR = 0.69, \beta = −0.37, SE = 0.53, p = 0.48, 95\% CI [−1.41, 0.67]$) in the year following first arrest. Black youth also did not commit more violent offenses relative to White ($IRR = 1.12, \beta = 0.11, SE = 0.14, p = .43, CI [−0.16, 0.38]$) or Latino youth ($IRR = 1.19, \beta = 0.17, SE = 0.14, p = .21, CI [−0.10, 0.44]$).
Black, White, and Latino youth in the justice system by accounting for both legal and other extralegal factors. We investigated 3 specific aims: (a) whether racial disparities were related to biased entry into the justice system at the time of first arrest, (b) whether level of contact with the system (e.g., formality of processing) differed across racial groups, and (c) whether the likelihood of rearrest differed across racial groups. In line with the differential selection and processing hypothesis, Black youth in our sample were arrested after committing significantly fewer crimes compared to White youth, even after controlling for the effects of parental education, neighborhood quality, and age at arrest. Similarly, both Black and Latino youth were more likely to be processed formally (rather than informally) as compared to White youth, regardless of the severity of the offense (i.e., whether or not the offense for which they were arrested was violent) or amount of self-reported offending prior to first arrest. Finally, Black youth were significantly more likely to be rearrested compared to White and Latino youth, despite no differences in self-reported offenses, both violent and nonviolent, across racial groups. This paper presents a critical view of racial disparities present across several stages of the juvenile justice system, highlighting that minority youth are overrepresented in the system despite similar or lower levels of involvement in criminal behavior.

**Aim 1: Relationship between Race and Entry into the Juvenile Justice System**

First, we aimed to identify whether self-reported offending prior to arrest differed by race. Results of this study indicate that Black youth were arrested after committing fewer and no more violent crimes than White youth, while a significant effect was not observed for Latino youth in line with prior findings (Andersen, 2015). Importantly, racial differences persisted over and above the effects of contextual variables including parental education, neighborhood quality, age at arrest, and data collection location. A recent longitudinal study demonstrated that the likelihood of arrest has increased over time for all levels of self-reported offending, suggesting that arrest rates are becoming increasingly decoupled from levels of criminality (Weaver, Papachristos, & Zanger-Tishler, 2019).

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior SRO</th>
<th>Coefficient (SE)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Incidence Risk Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blacka</td>
<td>-0.30*** (0.10)</td>
<td>-0.49, -0.11</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinoa</td>
<td>-0.13 (0.09)</td>
<td>-0.004, 0.34</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinob</td>
<td>0.17† (0.09)</td>
<td>-0.31, 0.05</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental Education</td>
<td>0.06*** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.03, 0.09</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Quality</td>
<td>0.63*** (0.05)</td>
<td>0.54, 0.73</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at Arrest</td>
<td>0.14*** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.10, 0.19</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvaniaa</td>
<td>-0.51*** (0.09)</td>
<td>-0.68, -0.33</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisianaa</td>
<td>0.08 (0.11)</td>
<td>-0.14, 0.29</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisianab</td>
<td>0.58*** (0.10)</td>
<td>0.38, 0.78</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No prior SRO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacka</td>
<td>0.61 (0.43)</td>
<td>-0.23, 1.45</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinoa</td>
<td>0.07 (0.40)</td>
<td>-0.72, 0.86</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latinob</td>
<td>-0.54 (0.41)</td>
<td>-1.33, 0.26</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental Education</td>
<td>0.10 (0.07)</td>
<td>-0.04, 0.24</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Quality</td>
<td>1.39*** (0.28)</td>
<td>0.85, 1.94</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at Arrest</td>
<td>0.07 (0.10)</td>
<td>-0.12, 0.27</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvaniaa</td>
<td>-0.79* (0.38)</td>
<td>-1.53, -0.05</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisianaa</td>
<td>-0.08 (0.48)</td>
<td>-1.02, 0.87</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisianab</td>
<td>0.71 (0.45)</td>
<td>-0.17, 1.60</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aReference group is White.
bReference group is Black.
cReference group is California.
dReference group is Pennsylvania.
†Denotes $p < .10$, *$p < .05$, **$p < .01$, ***$p < .001$. 
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In particular, this divide between self-reported offending and arrests has become greatest for Black individuals (Weaver et al., 2019).

One potential reason that Black youth may be arrested despite lower levels of offending could stem from higher levels of police monitoring that tend to occur in Black (Hinton, 2015) and low-income neighborhoods (Brunson & Weitzer, 2009). While the stated purpose of such “hot spots policing” (Rinehart Kochel, 2011) is to improve neighborhood safety (Clarke & Cornish, 1985), proactive policing tactics result in disproportionately higher levels of police contact with minority youth (Fagan, 2017). Qualitative accounts of police-youth interactions describe negative experiences involving substantial surveillance and harassment (Brunson & Miller, 2006; Payne, Hitchens, & Chambers, 2017), both in schools and throughout their neighborhoods, presuming criminality in the absence of crime (Vera Sanchez & Adams, 2011). In contrast, White youth report receiving more “chances” compared to minority youth after being questioned by police for repeat offending (Feinstein, 2015), such that police are more likely to release White youth but arrest minority youth (Rinehart Kochel, Wilson, & Mastrofski, 2011). White youth in disadvantaged neighborhoods also report less frequent contact with police relative to Black youth in comparable neighborhoods (Brunson & Weitzer, 2009).

![Graph showing estimated mean of self-reported offending (SRO) prior to first arrest, controlling for parental education, neighborhood quality, age at arrest, and data collection site. Estimated means are shown for White youth (dashed line), Black youth (solid line), and Latino youth (dot-dashed line). Results from the negative binomial hurdle regression demonstrate that race significantly predicts offending prior to arrest, such that Black youth commit fewer offenses prior to arrest compared to White youth. There were no significant differences between Black and Latino youth, or between White and Latino youth.]

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coefficient (SE)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>Incidence Risk Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0.51* (0.21)</td>
<td>0.10, 0.93</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>0.51* (0.20)</td>
<td>0.12, 0.90</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>0.002 (0.18)</td>
<td>-0.36, 0.36</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent Index Offense</td>
<td>0.66*** (0.16)</td>
<td>0.35, 0.97</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of Self-reported Offending</td>
<td>0.08*** (0.02)</td>
<td>0.03, 0.12</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental Education</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.10, 0.02</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Quality</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.11)</td>
<td>-0.25, 0.17</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at Arrest</td>
<td>0.01 (0.05)</td>
<td>-0.08, 0.10</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>-0.42* (0.19)</td>
<td>-0.77, -0.05</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>0.42 (0.23)</td>
<td>-0.03, 0.87</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>0.83 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.42, 1.24</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reference group is White.
Reference group is Black.
Reference group is “Nonviolent Index Offense.”
Reference group is California.
Reference group is Pennsylvania.
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
It is unclear why a similar effect of lower offending prior to arrest was not observed for Latino youth in our sample, as Latino communities encounter “hot spots policing” as well (Solis, Portillos, & Brunson, 2009; Toro et al., 2019). However, this is in line with prior work showing that Latino youth are not more likely than White youth to be arrested after accounting for self-reported delinquency (Andersen, 2015). The findings that Black and Latino youth both experience DMC, albeit to varying degrees, have led some to argue for the presence of a “racial gradient” (Weitzer & Tuch, 2008). This “racial gradient” describes the phenomenon whereby Black youth tend to receive the harshest sanctions and be monitored to a higher extent than Latino youth, while Latino youth may likewise be treated differently than White youth (Fader, Kurychek, & Morgan, 2014; Rodriguez, 2010). Black youth are often described and perceived as more threatening to authority figures compared to Latino youth, potentially leading to differential levels of scrutiny and arrest for Black youth (Feinstein, 2015; Hagan, Shedd, & Payne, 2005).

Indeed, we find in our sample that while Latino youth do not offend significantly less than White youth prior to first arrest, they do (at a trend level) offend more than Black youth, falling along a “racial gradient.” It is also important to note that, as with any self-report measure, there is the

![Graph showing predicted odds of being formally versus informally processed]

**FIGURE 2** Estimated predicted odds of being formally versus informally processed, controlling for parental education, neighborhood quality, age at arrest, data collection site, history of self-reported offending, and whether the index offense was violent. Estimated odds are shown for White youth (dashed line), Black youth (solid line), and Latino youth (dot-dashed line). Results from the logistic regression demonstrate that race significantly predicts whether youth are formally processed, such that both Black and Latino youth are more likely to be formally processed relative to White youth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4</th>
<th>Logistic Regression Results for Probability of Rearrest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient (SE)</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.54&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt; (0.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.57&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt; (0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent Offense&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal Processing&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.26&lt;sup&gt;†&lt;/sup&gt; (0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Institutional Time</td>
<td>1.87&lt;sup&gt;***&lt;/sup&gt; (0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postbaseline Self-reported Offending</td>
<td>0.09&lt;sup&gt;***&lt;/sup&gt; (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental Education</td>
<td>-0.08&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt; (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood Quality</td>
<td>0.10 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at Arrest</td>
<td>0.002 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.67&lt;sup&gt;**&lt;/sup&gt; (0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.58&lt;sup&gt;†&lt;/sup&gt; (0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.09 (0.25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Reference group is White.
<sup>b</sup>Reference group is Black.
<sup>c</sup>Reference group is “Nonviolent Index Offense.”
<sup>d</sup>Reference group is “Informal Processing.”
<sup>e</sup>Reference group is California.
<sup>f</sup>Reference group is Pennsylvania.
<sup>†</sup>denotes p < .10, <sup>*</sup>p < .05, <sup>**</sup>p < .01, <sup>***</sup>p < .001.
possibility that youth did not provide a full account of their offending behaviors for fear of retribution. Racial differences in self-reports of offending may limit our conclusions; however, discrepant results from prior studies temper the conclusion that there are definitive differences in the validity of self-reported offending data by race (Thornberry & Krohn, 2000). Furthermore, only 63 (out of 1,216) youths in this sample reported no prior offenses at baseline, and race did not predict whether youth reported no prior offenses, suggesting that most youths were comfortable disclosing at least some of their offenses. Regardless, while youth were ensured that their responses would be anonymized and kept in strict confidence, it is still possible that youth—in particular Black youth—were hesitant to provide full accounts of their offending behavior, which might also help explain discrepancies between Black and Latino youth.

Altogether, our finding that Black youth commit fewer (and not more violent) crimes than White youth prior to arrest suggests that Black youth are disproportionately targeted by policing, thereby facing a lower barrier to entry into the juvenile justice system than their peers. While in this sample we do not find that Latino youth face a similarly lower barrier to entry into the system, this should not be taken to demonstrate that Latino communities do not experience disproportionate policing as well. While we do not have data regarding community policing in our sample of youth, these results suggest that heightened police presence in minority communities needs to be addressed. Subjecting disadvantaged communities to heightened police contact can have long-lasting effects. Hot spots policing may promote negative perceptions of police, and of the justice system more broadly (Wiley & Esbensen, 2016), thus relating to greater delinquent behavior and the formation of a deviant identity over time (Lemert, 1951). Moreover, selective police contact of predominantly disadvantaged youths can propagate infrequent offending into systematic patterns of delinquency, spurred on by self-perceptions of deviance (Becker, 1963; Tannenbaum, 1957). Perceptions of racial biases during initial arrest and sentencing may influence later criminal activity and negative attitudes regarding the justice system (Bishop, Leiber, & Johnson, 2010; Hawkins, Kempf-Leonard, & Bishop, 2013). Future work should investigate whether adaptations to hot spots policing, such as reforms aimed at increasing citizen perception of police legitimacy (Weisburd, 2016), may address DMC in entry into the juvenile justice system. In addition, the juvenile justice system needs to address and decrease implicit biases involved in police interactions with youth (Peck, 2018).

**Aim 2: Relationship between Race and Processing Decision for Initial Arrest**

Second, we aimed to identify whether formality of processing after initial arrest differed by race. Here, we demonstrate that Latino and Black youth experience higher stringency in juvenile processing once arrested. Once youth are arrested, law enforcement officials such as police and probation officers often have the authority to determine whether cases will be formally or informally processed (Snyder, 1996), a determination which we find relates to recidivism in the present study, as have others (Fine et al., 2017; Petitclerc, Gatti, Vitaro, & Tremblay, 2013). Formal processing also relates to more negative attitudes about the juvenile justice system (Liberman, 2008). In the present study, all participants
were included on the basis of committing mid-range level crimes of similar severity. That is, they were all arrested for an offense that had a 0.35-0.65 probability of being formally versus informally processed. This ensured that any observed differences in relation to processing type were not likely to be driven by severity of arrestable offense. We demonstrate that both Black and Latino youth are at a greater risk of receiving formal processing, even when controlling for whether or not the arrestable offense was violent and for the amount of self-reported offending prior to arrest. These findings are in line with prior evidence demonstrating that Latino youth are 20% more likely than White youth to be referred to juvenile court (Hockenberry & Puzzanchera, 2016), and Black youth are similarly more likely than White youth to be referred to juvenile court (Schlesinger, 2018).

While some structured guidelines exist for making case determinations (e.g., Borum, Lodewijks, Bartel, & Forth, 2011; Howell & Lipsey, 2004), probation officers in several jurisdictions report often disregarding these recommendations in favor of their own judgments (Shook & Sarri, 2007), sometimes retroactively referring to recommendations to justify processing decisions (Sarri & Hasenfeld, 1976). The subjective nature of determining whether or not a case should be formally processed relies on a number of factors, including perceptions of a youth’s risk to public safety and of recidivism (Shook & Sarri, 2007), two variables often conflated with a child’s race (Bishop & Frazier, 1995). For instance, probation officers report relying on youth’s disposition or level of remorse toward a crime, but White youth are often perceived as more remorseful or as a victim of their circumstances, whereas minority youth are often seen as not remorseful (and thus likely to reoffend) (Bridges & Steen, 1998). Subjectivity in case assignment can thus unintentionally be influenced by implicit racial biases among police and probation officers. One study suggests that cultural differences in displays of regret or contrition, such as avoiding direct eye contact in many Latin cultures, might be regarded by authority figures as disrespectful (Villarruel et al., 2002). Such intercultural miscommunications may result in Latino youth receiving stricter sentencing, as authority figures rely in part on interactions with youth to determine whether they seem remorseful enough to not engage in future delinquent behaviors (Bridges & Steen, 1998; Hanan, 2018).

Given that we find minority youth at a greater risk of having cases undergo formal processing regardless of crime severity, subjective case assignment practices potentially hinging on racial biases put minority youth at greater risk of negative life outcomes. Youth with formally processed cases display worse outcomes, such that they are more likely to reoffend (Petrosino, Turpin-Petrosino, & Guckenburg, 2010), reoffend more violently (Beardslee et al., 2019), have difficulty in school (Hjalmarsson, 2008; Sweeten, 2006), and face a greater barrier to employment later in life (Apel & Sweeten, 2010). Formal processing relates to increased self-reported offending and higher rearrest rates even after accounting for a child’s environment, suggesting a criminogenic effect of formal processing (Robertson, 2018).

These results strongly suggest the need for evidence-based and standardized risk assessment tools for determining whether cases should be formally processed (Piquero, 2008), practices that are not adopted in all courts (Mulvey & Iselin, 2008). Minority youth are at a disadvantage during prosecutorial charging when comparing across comparable cases (Bishop et al., 2010), and this is especially true for mid-adolescent youth (ages 14–15) with minor charges (Evangelist, Ryan, Victor, Moore, & Perron, 2017). Minority youth are particularly impacted, as assumptions about a youth’s family can influence diversion recommendations despite evidence suggesting that living arrangements do not relate to completion of diversion programs (Love & Morris, 2019). However, even the use of standardized measurements for diversion decisions does not remove minority overrepresentation in secure placement (Mallett & Stoddard-Dare, 2010). These tools need further modification to accurately convey risk factors across diverse populations, as predictions are inconsistent with offending and rearrest records for minority youth in particular (Schwalbe, Fraser, Day, & Cooley, 2006; Vincent, Chapman, & Cook, 2011). Thus, future work is needed to generate culturally competent assessment tools to help mitigate the issue of minority youth being disproportionately formally processed.

**Aim 3: Relationship between Race and Rearrest**

Third, we aimed to identify whether likelihood of rearrest would differ by race. We found that Black youth are at an even greater likelihood of being rearrested than White or Latino youth, mirroring prior work (McGovern, Demuth, & Jacoby, 2009), even after controlling for the effects of being formally processed, as well as other legal factors that might relate to rearrest (e.g., self-reported...
offending after first arrest) and extralegal factors (e.g., neighborhood quality and parental education). Rearrest results here closely parallel our earlier findings; we find that Black youth are more likely to be rearrested despite similar levels of post-baseline self-reported offenses as their peers, demonstrating that there is little connection between offending and arrests after accounting for relevant environmental influences.

These results provide further evidence suggesting increased police monitoring among minority youth. Black youth were more likely to be rearrested relative to White youth, despite no differences in self-reported offenses prior to rearrest. Experiences with the juvenile justice system, especially at the time of first contact (Fine et al., 2017), relate to increased risk for future offending as well as increased likelihood of rearrest (Beardslee et al., 2019). A longitudinal study investigating the impact of juvenile justice system contact among low-income youth demonstrated that more interactions with law enforcement related to a seven times greater likelihood of committing crimes as an adult (Gatti, Tremblay, & Vitaro, 2009). Youth may be monitored more closely following initial justice system contact (Fine et al., 2017); in particular, minority youth may experience even greater monitoring (Rios, 2007), which may explain how Black youth are more likely to be rearrested. In line with the recommendations from Aim 1, policy changes should be explored to reduce the burden of proactive policing on communities of color.

**Implications of Data Collection Site**

Results from this study also demonstrate that geographic location relates to youths’ interactions with the juvenile justice system. This may result from unclear specifications regarding how to appropriately address DMC across states and jurisdictions (Jones, 2012). Here, we find that youth in Philadelphia were arrested after committing the fewest offenses but were the least likely to be formally processed or rearrested. Pennsylvania courts have demonstrated lower levels of both Black and Hispanic youths throughout multiple stages of the juvenile justice system following implementation of the DMC mandate (Donnelly, 2017). That youth were at greater risk of arrest relative to their self-reported offending suggests that DMC reforms in Philadelphia have not effectively addressed police–youth interactions (Peck, 2018). However, it remains unclear why biases would be present at the initial arrest stage and not at rearrest. Among police officers, interview data suggest that while they acknowledge higher rates of arrest in minority youth, these heightened arrest rates reflect the perception of greater crimes committed by minority youth (Dawson-Edwards, Tewksbury, & Nelson, 2020). Altogether, our results in conjunction with prior work suggest that diminishing minority over-representation at the earliest stage of juvenile system processing in Philadelphia will require working with police officers to reduce biases.

The likelihood of rearrest was highest in Orange County. Again, inconsistencies in addressing DMC nationwide (Jones, 2012) may explain these results. Prior work investigating rearrest risk among serious juvenile offenders in California notes that behavior such as gang involvement and violence while incarcerated strongly predicts rearrest (Lattimore, MacDonald, Piquero, Linster, & Visher, 2004). As such characteristics may influence perceived risk of recidivism, these youth may be more likely to be monitored after initial arrest. Similarly, to how greater police presence may increase risk for initial arrest, greater monitoring may yield similar results for risk for rearrest.

In our diverse sample of adolescents living across multiple states, Black youth report committing the fewest crimes before their initial arrest, report no differences in offending after initial arrest, and commit no more violent crimes than those committed by other youth, yet are nevertheless more likely to be rearrested. While it is not possible to definitively state that these results are driven by racial bias among those in power in the juvenile justice system, the evidence strongly suggests that DMC across all stages of the juvenile justice system may be reinforced by either implicit or explicit racial biases. Indeed, it is important to note that using race as a predictor is not the same as looking at the effects of racism itself per se (Jee-Lyn García & Sharif, 2015). Based on arrest records alone, the fact that Black youth are rearrested at a higher rate than any other group may result in perceptions of Black youth as criminals. However, this study highlights the importance of considering the relationship between youths’ self-reports of their offending versus official arrest records. Institution-based structural racism inherent in children’s neighborhoods and communities contribute to biased police strategies that can reinforce racial differences in arrest and incarceration rates. Thus, it is crucial that future research strongly considers children’s socioeconomic status and neighborhood quality as we have done here, as well as numerous other contextual factors such as the proportion of
single-parent households, to help disentangle the forces of structural racism in the broader community from racial biases in the justice system. Future research should be careful to consider both the perceptions and potential biases of those in the justice system, as well as the lived experience of youths themselves.

In addition to shedding light on the factors influencing contact with the juvenile justice system, this line of work also has practical implications for providers who work in or tangentially with the juvenile justice system. Here, we demonstrate that minority youth may be experiencing differential treatment within, and crucially before entry into, the juvenile justice system as a function of racial biases. Future research identifying the mechanisms by which bias is transmitted throughout the justice system will be imperative to successfully combat DMC, benefit minority communities, and promote more favorable perceptions of police and justice system legitimacy.
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**APPENDIX**

**MODEL FIT INDICES FOR AIM 1: HISTORY OF SELF-REPORTED OFFENDING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative Binomial&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5,131.71</td>
<td>5,177.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5,480.38</td>
<td>5,521.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hurdle</td>
<td>5,468.05</td>
<td>5,549.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative Binomial Hurdle</td>
<td>5,033.19</td>
<td>5,119.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson Hurdle</td>
<td>5,468.05</td>
<td>5,549.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>5,582.30</td>
<td>5,627.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model fit indices were averaged across 20 imputed datasets to include missing data. Results indicate that the negative binomial hurdle model had the best model fit.

<sup>a</sup>Ordinary count negative binomial model had significantly better fit than the zero-inflated negative binomial model (Vuong test $p = .12$).

<sup>b</sup>Ordinary count poisson model had significantly better fit than the zero-inflated poisson model (Vuong test $p = .20$).
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**APPENDIX**

**MODEL FIT INDICES FOR AIM 1: SELF-REPORTED VIOLENT OFFENDING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Note</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative Binomial&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3,345.09</td>
<td>3,390.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3,343.08</td>
<td>3,383.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hurdle</td>
<td>3,102.72</td>
<td>3,183.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Negative Binomial Hurdle</td>
<td>2,987.75</td>
<td>3,074.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson Hurdle</td>
<td>3,103.17</td>
<td>3,184.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>3,588.78</td>
<td>3,634.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model fit indices were averaged across 20 imputed datasets to include missing data. Results indicate that the negative binomial hurdle model had the best model fit.

<sup>a</sup>Ordinary count negative binomial model had significantly better fit than the zero-inflated negative binomial model (Vuong test $p = .25$).

<sup>b</sup>Ordinary count poisson model had significantly better fit than the zero-inflated poisson model (Vuong test $p = .25$).
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